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Hawks logo perched across various campus sites
Diane Newberry
The Dakota Student
Students returning to classes after spring break might
have noticed a change in their
familiar stomping grounds: an
impressive smattering of the

university’s new Hawks logo
across campus in the form of
new window hangings, murals
and floor clings. Though many
students have expressed confusion as to why the university
chose to launch this campaign
now, Interim Vice President for
University and Public Affairs

Peter Johnson clarifies that the
redecoration is meant to be a
celebration of UND’s four conference championship wins in
football, volleyball and both
men’s and women’s basketball,
as well as “a celebration of the
new nickname and logo.”
Breanna Linert, UND Li-

censing Coordinator, in collaboration with Marketing
and Creative Services, spearheaded the effort, which Johnson says supports the overall
“vision of the university.” The
decorations were placed during spring break in order to
“change things up” and evoke

continues on page 2

Nick Nelson / Dakota Student
UND athletic director Brian Faison addresses media during a press conference announcing the elimination of women’s hockey and swimming and
diving programs at the Gorecki Alumni Center on Wednesday afternoon.

Daniel Yun / Dakota Student
John Quiñones, host of television show ‘What Would You Do?,’ spoke Monday night at the Chester Fritz Auditorium as part of a Delta Gamma
Foundation event.

Aerospace
faculty give
tour to airport
ﬁreﬁghters
Connor Johnson
The Dakota Student

Airport firefighters were
given a tour of the University
of North Dakota’s Airport Operations at Grand Forks International airport on March 21,
part of an effort to improve
communication between UND
Aerospace and the airport.
Grand Forks International
is unique among airports in
the United States, as roughly
90 percent of all traffic at the
airport is UND aviation related. This amount of operations
means that the Airport Rescue
and Fire-Fighting division,
or ARFF, must be prepared
to deal with any emergency
students and staff at the airport operations section of the
aerospace
school.
“Grand
FortuForks
nately, the
school has International
a remarkis unique
able safety
among
record
with its
airports in
aircraft.
the United
Prior to
2013, the
States, as
airport exroughly 90
perienced
percent of
roughly
one landall traffic at
ing a year
the airport
where
one of
is UND
the Piper
aviation
Seminoles,
related.”
UND’s
twinengine
Connor
trainer,
Johnson
landed
without
one of
the landing wheels deployed,
causing significant damage
to the airplane. However, according to Chief Flight Instructor Jeremy Roesler, after
revising their landing checklists, there hasn’t been an
incident since 2013, although
there are still a few faulty
indications every year.
However, according to
Roesler, while the airplanes
may have faults, it’s ultimately
up to the pilot, either student
or instructor, to decide if they
need help.
“If they need to declare
an emergency,” Roesler said,
“they do.”
Following a lecture for the
firefighters regarding parts of
the airplanes, including airbags on the seatbelts of the
pilot seats and the location of
fuel lines and batteries, the
group was given a tour of the
maintenance hangars and a
few airplanes located inside.
These included one of the
Seminoles, a Cessna Skyhawk
(which are in the process of
being phased out), one of the
Sikorsky 300 trainer helicopters, and UND’s largest air-

continues on page 2
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1 | Safety
plane, one of the two
Beechcraft King Airs.
In UND’s fleet, the
two King Airs, twin engine like the Seminoles,
typically seat up to six
and are the only planes
that are pressurized, featuring oxygen masks in
case of depressurization.
The Skyhawks have fuel
lines that run down the
frame of the cabin, some-

thing firefighters would
need to know in case
they needed to cut open
the airplane.
The biggest safety
concern comes from the
helicopters. They generally operate above the
taxiways of the airport,
since they don’t have
wheels and don’t need
a runway. However,
landing in the fields surrounding the airport
could make rescue and
recovery difficult, ac-

cording to helicopter
instructor William Van
Dell. During the winter,
he says, it’s easier due to
the frozen ground. The
spring thaw, however,
makes things difficult.
“In this quagmire,
you couldn’t get to us
with a tank,” Van Dell
said. Despite his humor,
recovery is a serious concern.
Another issue is that
the helicopter’s rotor assembly is largely mag-

nesium, a flammable
metal, which can make
extinguishing a fire difficult. Along with this,
the nature of a helicopter means that rescuers
have to wait for the rotor
blades to stop spinning
before they can reach the
pilots, as the blades can
reach down to just above
the ground when unpowered.
While UND Aviation
has a remarkable safety
record, it never hurts
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1 | Logo
a feeling of “renewal.”
Some students, such as
Alexandria Stroh, note
that many of the logoemblazoned floor clings
in high traffic areas like
Wilkerson Commons are
already peeling away,
but according to Johnson,
these smaller decorations
were “not intended to be
permanent.” Larger decorations however, such as
the new mural behind the
student ticketing booth
in the Union or the logo
painted on the Alerus
Center, are here to stay.
Student
reactions
to the school’s push of
the logo are predictably
mixed. Stroh says that
her “roommate is very
heated about it,” and
feels as though it is inappropriate for the school to
be spending any amount
of money on branding
amidst its current budget crisis. Senior Gavin
Nadeau, on the other
hand, says he “think(s)

Shelby Johnson
shelby.marie.johnson
@und.edu

to be prepared for the
worst.
Airport Rescue and
Firefighting is supervised by Chris Dietz, and
is located at 2787 Airport
Drive.

Autumn Graber
autumn.graber@und.edu
701-777-2678

Nick Nelson / Dakota Student
Students cross the intersection of Columbia Road and 2nd Ave. N. on Monday afternoon. UND recently
increased Fighting Hawks logos on campus.

it’s cool,” and Emma Novak likely spoke for many
when she candidly stated
that she “didn’t have any
strong feelings about it.”
Logos and branding are

not just meant for current students, of course,
and they might play an
important role in the
recruitment of future
generations of gradu-

ates. Tour guide Rebecca
Gaida says that while she
doesn’t believe that many
prospective students she
had guided in the last
two weeks have particu-

Nick Nelson / Dakota Student
Fighting Hawks logos are popping up throughout campus as part of a new branding initiative, including the skywalk across Columbia Road.

larly noticed the special
logo decorations, she
thinks the school’s push
of the logo itself is “positive- it gives an image to
the school. Students have
a logo and mascot rather
than just ‘University of
North Dakota.’”
Since
the
school
stopped using its Sioux
logo in 2012, the university’s identity has been in
limbo — not of the past,
but not quite yet of the
future due to the complicated circumstances under which the school was
forced to change their
logo and mascot. Johnson
says that he is “heartened
by the fact that (he) sees
(the new logo) around
campus” and believes
that cultivating a strong
identity is important
even when it comes to the
academic life and career
goals of UND’s students.
“Comradery is important
in pursuing even (stu-

The Dakota Student
reserves the copyright
privilege for all stories written
and published by the staﬀ.
Permission must be given
by the Editor to reprint any
article, cartoon,
photograph or part thereof.
The Dakota Student is a
student-operated newspaper
published by the university of
North Dakota.
Opinions expressed in this
publication are not necessarily
those of UND or the
administration, faculty, staﬀ
and student body of UND.
The Dakota Student is
published every Tuesday and
Friday during the academic
year except during holidays,
vacation breaks and exam
periods.

dents’) academic goals”
he states, and points out
that job opportunities
and connectivity in the
greater world are often
fostered by relationships
made in college.
While it is understandable why many
will continue to criticize
the university for spending resources on a logo
push when they obviously have much more
important concerns to be
addressing, some might
find it encouraging that
the school is focusing on
making the best out of
this opportunity and using its new brand to try
and build a stronger social and educational experience for current and
future students.
Diane Newberry is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
diane.newberry@und.edu
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Chess Club

The best club you’ve never heard of

Dave Owen
The Dakota Student
Every now and then,
I find a club which deserves to do better. One
that is a legitimate joy
on our campus, yet so
few know about. In this
story, I will be talking
about one such club, the
UND Chess Club.
What first amazed me
about the chess club was
its commitment to community outreach. Despite only having three
active student members,
they manage to host
meetings every single
Wednesday. They have
found a way to bring in
not only professors but
alumni and members of
the UND community.
One chess player who
was around his sixties
commented both himself and his children had
gone to UND, and it was
a joy he could continue
to attend chess club as
he had for nearly two
decades.
Clearly, this is a level
of dedication not often
seen by our community
or our students at UND.
Beyond their weekly
meetings, they also often attend local tournaments, serve as timekeepers or organizers
and play with pre-college students to keep the
love of the game alive in
Grand Forks.
Just recently, there
was a sizeable tournament in the local library
that had strong atten-

dance from the UND
Chess Club family. Additionally, the club is
dedicated to reach out to
new and growing players.
They
frequently
have
advertisements
in the student government office, and the
boards across the Memorial Union. Unlike
most clubs, they actually
have a gateway for those
interested in learning
about the hobby.
When I first walked
in and asked about chess
as a novice, they immediately opened up a laptop to show me opening
theory. Then they spent
the rest of the club time
teaching me instead of
playing.
I also was then offered, plenty of instructional material for new
chess players like books
on basic opening theory.
I also was told that as I
advanced, they would
continue to offer tools
for growth, including
books written by some
of the best players in the
world.
After the game, the
club was understanding that rookies make
mistakes, and learn by
doing rather than being
lectured. Once I lost, we
put the pieces back to
the position where my
opponent felt I had made
a crucial mistake and the
rest of the club joined in
to comment on the position and possible moves,
in addition to why those
moves would be supe-

rior. They did this all
while cracking jokes using buzzwords such as
“Suspicious” or “You
played C4 which is explosive.” Even though I
didn’t get all the humor,
it was clear that they
were trying to bring me
into the family.
In addition to their
outreach efforts, I think
it’s important to discuss
another key thing about
the club, the hobby in
question is actually enjoyable. Chess as a whole
is deeply relaxing and
soothing, and your body
gets into a rhythm of
thinking and doing at a
healthy pace while still
offering a challenge.
With any game, there
is a feeling of legitimate satisfaction upon
checkmating your opponent, and even when
you get crushed as I did
by someone who plays
at candidate master level (better than all but 1
percent of the players), it
is still an enjoyable experience.
In our fast paced
lives, sometimes it’s nice
to focus on one thing,
and one thing alone for
a period of an hour or so,
and has properties that
are in many ways similar to meditation, which
is both the game and
the club’s greatest asset.
For anyone interested in
learning more about this
great game or experiencing it, there is no better
starting point than the
UND Chess Club.
For those further in-

president?” I have accepted that he is our president. But I will not support him. No, I will not
support decisions made
to hurt others. No matter
what the circumstance.
This brings me to my
point of the anti-abortion
executive order Trump
signed the first week in
office.
This executive order
reinstates the Mexico
City policy, prohibiting
giving U.S. funding to
international
nongovernmental organizations
that offer or advise family
planning and reproductive health options if they
include abortion. $600

million a year is spent on
international assistance
for family planning and
reproductive health. Allowing 27 million women
and couples to access safe
and affordable contraceptive services and supplies.
Contrary to popular
belief, none of the $600
million dollars spent
go towards performing
abortions. The money
goes towards primary
health care services, such
as cervical screening,
HIV prevention, testing
and counseling, STI prevention and treatment,
pre- and post- natal care
and newborn care.

Photo courtesy of Thomas Devine.

A chess tournament will be held in the Chester Fritz Library.

terested about the club,
you can do two things.
First, you can stop on by
at The Memorial Union,
every Wednesday night
from 7 p.m. until the
time they decide to end.
I was told they typically
call it quits around 9

p.m., but there always
appears to be a one more
game mentality. You
can also ontact Thomas
Devine, the club president.
I genuinely hope if
you have the time to,
you stop on by for a

game of chess and I wish
my schedule wasn’t too
packed to attend more
chess club events myself.

However,
having
abortions as an option in
these international nongovernmental organizations was enough of a
reason for our new government administration
to stop the funding. This
leaves millions of women
and families in the dust.
This executive order
to end funding for women’s contraceptive products was made in a room
full of men, with litt le to
no input from women.
This decision is not only
discriminatory towards
women, but also dangerous and even potentially
deadly for women and
girls in developing coun-

tries and confl ict zones.
The World Health
Organization estimates
that more that 21 million women a year have
unsafe abortions in developing countries, leading to about 13 percent
of maternal deaths. This
number is expected to
skyrocket with the recent cease of government funding. While the
intention of this rule is
to reduce abortion rates,
the opposite statistically
occurs. A study conducted in 2011 showed that
women were 2.73 times
more likely to have an
abortion under this rule.
Not quite the result President Trump is going for.
Thankfully, the Dutch
government
has
announced that they plan to
compensate NGOs for the
funding shortfall over
four years. Several coun-

tries within and outside
the EU have also indicated their support. NGOs
are working hard and
fast to access both short
and long term contraceptives for women before
their organizations are
fully shut down. Unfortunately such a transition
takes time and money
that many NGOs do not
have.
In a country that appeared to be moving
forward in many social,
gender and race issues,
the new president has
halted the progress and
is seemingly reverting all
the people’s hard work
and growth. The next
for years continue to be
unknown, leaving many
fearful. Only time will
tell what our new president will bring to the
table.

Dave Owen is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student. He can be reached at
dowen123455@yahoo.com

Defunding women’s rights

Allison Starnes
Contributing Writer
President Donald J.
Trump. Who would have
thought those words
would ever be put together to form a title. Within
his first week of presidency some of my worst
fears have begun to come
true. I have grown up being a very liberal and accepting individual, with
strong feelings for social issues and women’s
rights.
Now some would say,
“If you are so accepting,
then why are you not accepting Trump as our

DAKOTA
STUDENT
The Dakota Student is looking for
talented writers to apply for this and
next semester. Join a team dedicated to
bringing the news to the UND campus
and beyond.
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The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange
of ideas. Opinion columns and letters to the editor will
not be edited for content reasons, except in cases of
criminal or civil liability. The Dakota Student reserves
the right to edit or reject columns or letters for various
reasons. The ideas expressed in columns and letters
reflect the views of the writer and do not necessarily
represent the opinion of the staff of the Dakota Student.
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Food for thought
Breanna Roen
The Dakota Student
I am nearing the end
of my first year living in a
dorm. I have my own suite
so I am definitely among
the very lucky few who are
able to live alone. Along
with dorm life comes the
decision of which food plan
to get. I was very grateful when my parents purchased me an unlimited
meal plan and was ready
to use it to it’s fullest extent.
I’m now ending my first
year at UND and I most
definitely did not utilize the
plan the way I should have.
There has been plenty
of benefits associated with
the meal plan such as the
convenience of stopping at
almost any time of day to
grab a quick bite to eat inbetween classes or finally
sitting down at the end of
a busy day and enjoying a
hearty bowl of soup and a
sandwich.
Although it can be con-

venient, I have found after
a while, the dining center
food can all start tasting the
same and I know I’m not
the only one who thinks so.
Through the graciousness
of my parents, I have plenty of food sent back to my
dorm with me every time I
come home to visit.
After careful consideration, I have decided
that just a block meal plan
would be more effective for
me than a full unlimited
meal plan. I have definitely
had questions raised as to
why I wouldn’t stay with
an unlimited plan and have
it dropped down so low.
Well, if you have ever been
to Swanson Hall around 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. on the first
floor you have more than
likely saw me cooking at
some point. Cooking for
myself is a key reason why I
decided to eliminate a meal
plan from my life.
When I mention that I
am in college, most adults
will laugh at me and say
something along the lines

of, “How are you enjoying your ramen diet?” Yes,
I like ramen, and I know it
is not the healthiest thing I
could allow into my stomach, but that is not the only
thing I am eating as a college student. Many adults
don’t know that my parents do send me home with
steak, pork chops, chicken,

find for the Swanson stove.
There have been countless
times when I go to a dining center and I question,
“what kind of combination is that?” or “What is
this even made of?” That
is a large reason that I have
been trying to cook for myself here.
Another reason I find

homemade soups and sauces, and obviously desserts
and delicacies, and I am not
complaining about that.
Cooking is really important to me because I also
know exactly what is going
into the meal I am making, whether it’s making a
classic hit my family loves
or going to Pinterest to see
what new creation I can

cooking for yourself is so
important is to gain the
knowledge of which spices
mix well, how well done
your steak should be and
many other food facts.
I just fully started cooking for myself this year and
I’ve gotta say I’m doing better than I ever thought I
would. I consider my mom
a culinary expert, so if I

nothing in the oven once
you turn it on like stored
pans or pots.
Lastly, within my family, cooking has always
brought us so much closer
together. My love of cooking has grown just from
watching and helping my
mom cook something delicious every night. Some of
her skills have been passed

On “The Greg Gutfeld
Show,” Gutfeld is entirely
in control. The entire episode is filled with witty
anecdotes and blatant honesty as he adopts a tone of
sarcasm when he delivers
his take on the politician
he is talking about or politics in and of itself.
A
self-proclaimed
Libertarian, his political
beliefs are very different
than his cohosts on “The
Five.”
“I became a conservative by being around liberals (at UC Berkeley) and
I became a libertarian by
being around conservatives,” Gutfeld said in a
2009 interview. “You realize that there’s something
distinctly in common between the two groups,
the left and the right; the
worst part of each of them
is the moralizing.”
Prior to Fox News,
Gutfeld was a writer for
“Prevention” and later
was editor-in-chief of
Men’s Health magazine.
Later, he was the editorin-chief of Stuff where he
increased the circulation
of the magazine by nearly
double. He was also a contributor for the Huffington
Post, where he “inspired,
lunatic ridicule of his lef-

twing fellow Huffers.”
He was close with the
late Andrew Breitbart,
founder of BigGovernment.com and Breitbart.
com, who said about Gutfeld: “Trust me, you don’t
want him setting his sights
on your hypocrisy and
public failings.”
I personally love Gutfeld’s honesty. Back in October, Gutfeld weighed in
on Bernie Sanders and the
disastrous consequences
that socialism has for the
country.
“It kills growth because it crushes opportunity,” Gutfeld said. “Sure,
Sanders seems like a really
nice guy. But a vote for
him isn’t a vote for a kind
man, but a cruel doctrine
that sticks to the planet’s
shoe like toilet paper from
the world’s worst restroom,”
I love this quote, because it captures the essence of Sanders and the
problems of Socialism
perfectly. Gutfeld isn’t
afraid to talk about things
as they are. He is easy to
follow and his writing is
clear, likely due to the BA
in English he earned from
the University of California, Berkeley back in 1987.
While he is often criti-

cal of major political figures, he still weighs on the
issues that are important
to the viewers, such as
identity politics.
In an opinion piece
published on Monday,
Gutfeld writes, “Why is
identity politics still so attractive to people, even
when it runs counter to
deeply held human desires? Because excluding
other people makes one
feel powerful. It’s emotional: identity politics is
about insecure, attentionseeking people exerting payback on others.
They base their actions
on a sense of unfairness –
when, in fact, their major
goal is to exact unfair punishment on you.”
Gutfeld’s
comedic
twist and blatant honesty
are two of the most pow-

erful qualities he has as a
major figure on Fox News.
He take regular, boring
news stories and transforms them into some
of the most entertaining
things on television or online. He often talks about
social issues, appealing to
the sociologist in me.
Recently Gutfeld wrote
about United Airlines
preventing two teen girls
from boarding a flight because their leggings violated a dress code. Because
the teens were traveling
for free as dependents of
United employees, United
was just in its decision. As
always, Gutfeld is guaranteed to add a witty anecdote to his writing.
“See the teens were
boarding as pass travelers,
i.e. they were flying for
free as dependents of Unit-

ever have a cooking question I usually consult the
culinary master. If she is
unsure, which is uncommon, I tend to reference
cooking websites or maybe
even watch “Chopped”
(one of my favorite shows)
I have learned many things
by trial and error, especially making sure there is

“Cooking for yourself is always a healthier and
cheaper option in the long run and I hope a few personal
testimonies may convince you to try to throw a burger on
the grill this weekend.”

Breanna Roen

on to me, and now I am using them in our kitchens
here. I love cooking with
friends who live on my
floor and experimenting
with different ideas by the
side of my boyfriend. So far,
my biggest achievement
was making Christmas
dinner for my boyfriend
and me, and I was happy
I could successfully complete the task.
Cooking for yourself
is always a healthier and
cheaper option in the long
run and I hope a few personal testimonies may convince you to try to throw
a burger on the grill this
weekend. There are many
cooking classes held in the
Wellness Center throughout the year so you can
definitely brush up on your
culinary skills.
Food always tastes better when it’s made at home
(or by your mom).
Breanna Roen is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student. She can be reached at
breanna.roen@und.edu.com

An entertaining approach to news

Liz Kacher
The Dakota Student
I regularly write about
politics after I spend time
watching Fox News. I’ll
be honest to those who
read my articles about my
political affiliation, if that
hasn’t been obvious in my
previous pieces. I am a Republican, and I regularly
watch Fox News. I find an
inspiring story, and a lot of
times I go from there.
I stick with Fox News
because I like the people
who deliver the stories to
me. Politics and news can
be boring, except when
Greg Gutfeld tells you
about it. A co-host of “The
Five” and the host of “The
Greg Gutfeld Show,” he
is easily the most likable
man on any news channel.
On “The Five,” Gutfeld is part of a roundtable
of personalities from Fox
News who get together
to debate and discuss the
hot news stories of the
day. He’s outspoken and
very interesting to listen
to when he bring his comedic twist to the panel.
The panel often consists of
a mixture of personalities
with different political affiliations.

ed employees. That means
they represent the company and they got to follow
their dress code,” Gutfeld
writes. “Being that company, United can enforce
such rules. It’s why I don’t
show up for “The Five” in
hot pink leather cut-offs
as much as I’d like to, and
that’s good for you.”
If you’re at all interested in news, let Greg
Gutfeld tell you about it.
You can catch him on “The
Five” which airs every
weekday at 4 p.m. and on
“The Greg Gutfeld Show”
which airs Saturdays at 9
p.m.

Liz Kacher is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student. He can be reached at
mary.kacher@und.edu

Class participation
John Volkert
Contributing Writer
Raising questions in
class has become a lost
art in schools these days.
As each year moves on,
less and less students
volunteer their opinions
and answers to the rest
of the class.
This occurs in both
lecture and interactive
class settings. The 21st
century has brought in
a bunch of pathetic, lazy
and subconscious students that do not care
about classroom participation.
I can say I am one of
the students feels that it
is not a necessity to talk
in class. In college now,
the student is the one
paying for an education.

For a teacher to make
participation more than
20 percent of the overall
grade is outlandish.
College is an important part of one’s life and
if there are times where
someone doesn’t feel
like going to class, they
should not be forced to
go due to participation
classes.
There are multiple
ways for humans to learn
new information. Not
every student needs to
attend a lecture to pass a
class. Not every student
needs to participate in
class to learn information and perform well in
the class.
Teachers have gotten out of hand when it
comes to expectations of
students talking in class.

We are in the age of
media and new technology and teachers are still
stuck in the Stone Age.
When teachers get down
or start rants about how
students never speak up
in class, do they really
expect students to want
to talk after hearing that?
Participation should
come naturally in class
and only that way can it
truly benefit a student.
Not everyone is comfortable with speaking up in class. These
students should not be
penalized for their inability to participate in
class but should instead
be praised for the other
gifts and strengths that
they can bring to the
table.

GRAND FORKS PARK DISTRICT

NOW HIRING
FOR SUMMER POSITIONS!

BASEBALL COACHES  SOFTBALL COACHES
KIDS CAMP LEADERS  LIFEGUARDS
PARK MAINTENANCE  GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE
LANDSCAPING  CONCESSIONS ATTENDANTS
OTHER MISCELLANEOUS SEASONAL POSITIONS
DOWNLOAD APPLICATIONS AT GFPARKS.ORG

APPLICATIONS ALSO AVAILABLE AT PARK DISTRICT OFFICE | 1060 47TH AVE. S.
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Fisheries and Wildlife

Jacob Notermann
The Dakota Student
This is a program
where
students
are
taught to work with animals in nature and use
technology to do their
jobs.
Going outdoors is
one of those things you
either love or dread.
These students love it.
Students in the fisheries and wildlife major
are taught the basics
in biology that ranges
from cells to entire ecosystem
interactions.
From there, these students focus in on the
biology of birds, mammals, fish and even special ecology for animals
and plants.
On top of learning
the science of living
things, these students
must learn the technology of the tools they are
using. This includes the
traps, nets, drugs, tags,
GPS collars, cameras
and even unmanned
aircraft systems used
for projects.
Students
typically
go on to be biologists
who focus on natural
resources such as fish
and/or wildlife management. Management
groups include biologists for the North Dakota Game and Fish,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, Nature Conservancy and Ducks Unlimited.
They can also work
with airports to help
protect animals and
plains from each other.
The field is meant to
both protect the ecosystem and neighborhoods.
Susan Felege is an
assistant professor in biology, with an emphasis
in wildlife ecology.
“They can do all
those different types

of things and that’s the
types of things we try
to prepare them for,”
Felege said. “Help them
understand
overall
wildlife and fisheries
ecology and management that’ll help them
make decisions for public safely.”
Felege’s
Wildlife
Technique course takes
students off campus to
put leg bands on duck
legs. When a duck with
a tag is harvested, the
tag can be used to measure the survival rates,
harvest rates, as well
as the movement of the
ducks. All of this data
collection and analysis
is taught in the program.
“Other things we
teach is how to count
them,” Felege said.
“It’s not animals stand
out there saying ‘count
me, count me,’ so we
teach them methods to
help them understand
how so you account for
things when you can’t
find them.”
The Fisheries and
Wildlife major has almost doubled in size in
just the past few years.
Lucas Knowlton, junior, is the President of
the UND Wildlife Society. He said the group
may be small, but their
passion for what they
do is what brings people in.
“We have a passion for the outdoors
or wildlife or conservation and I think that’s
one thing we really take
away from it,” Knowlton said. “The relationships we make and people see that and want to
get involved.”
John Palarski, junior,
contributes the growth
of the program to Felege
herself.
“When you talk to

the top person in the
field at our university,
she has done a fantastic job growing the program,” Palarski said.
“Not only just producing really good wildlife
biologists, putting out
good research and giving a positive image of
our university.”
These relationships
include a strong network of employers and
groups that collaborate
with courses and field
trips. Some employers
will actually come into
classes to teach how to
trap animals and work
through certain scenarios students may encounter.
“We try to do things
in collaboration with
future employers who
know our students are
getting those experiences,” Felege said.
These students are
also given opportunities to present their research to some of the
bigger names in their
field. A significant and
respectable number of
undergrads attend national conferences to
show what they have
done. Palarski said they
bring one of the largest
groups to these conventions and people take
notice of that.
Almost
one-third
of labs are spent in the
field, giving students
copious time for the
hands-on
experience.
That doesn’t include the
time spent with organizations in the classes.
Knowlton said that this
is a big selling point for
the program.
“We get to do a lot of
fun things that you can
learn in a textbook, but
being able to put it out
in the real world and
actually do it is one of
the big things,” Knowl-
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Susan Felege is an assistant professor of biology at UND.

ton said.
Just when you think
the biology, technology,
math and safety lessons
weren’t enough, Felege
said that these students
must also be good writers for their study’s records.
“Remember
that
if they’re working for
an agency, that could
be subject to open records and even to court

depending on what
they’re working with,”
Felege said. “You may
be asked to testify and
substantiate your data.
So students have to
understand that what
they’re doing has huge
ramifications even into
the legal side of it.”
With all that goes on
and the range of skills
students develop while
in this program, stu-

dents say things don’t
get too stressful for
them.
Where they work is
also where they relax:
outside.

Jacob Notermann is a staff writer
for the Dakota Student. He can be
reached at
jacob.notermann@und.edu

Quality within walking distance
Jordan Hermes
The Dakota Student
Did
you
know
Speedway 805 is the
closest bar and grill to
the University of North
Dakota’s
campus?
Speedway is located off
of 42nd St, in between
6th Ave and Gateway
Dr. This is a great place
to grab a drink and
some food after a long
day of studying.
Speedway
is
a
Grand Forks original
restaurant. It is family
owned and has been
around
since
1988.
The at-home, laid-back
atmosphere
makes
Speedway a great restaurant to go relax and
watch a sports game
with friends.
Speaking of games,
another fantastic thing
about Speedway is it is
the perfect place to go
before a men’s UND
hockey game. There is
a bus that brings you
to the Ralph Engelstad arena and back, for
free.
Speedway can get
pretty busy during

these times, and is often a seat yourself system. The sooner you
get there the better.
The prices at Speedway for their menu
items are perfect for
college students or
people looking to save
money. You get a lot
of food for a relatively
cheap price. Also, join
them for happy hour
deals between 4:30
p.m. – 6 p.m. or 9 p.m.
– close for $2.95 25oz
domestics.
This is the perfect
place to go to drink because they offer long
island teas in a fishbowl to share, for only
$20. Sharing the fishbowl with three others
is the perfect amount.
You'll still need to call
a cab, but at least you
won't have gut rot.
My favorite flavor
for the fishbowls is the
Alaskan Tea, it is blue
and tastes the least like
all the liquor they put
in there.
At Speedway, there
is a separate bar area
from the restaurant
part. You must be 21
years or older to sit
on the bar side. Unfor-

tunately, the bar side
is the only area of the
restaurant that you can
order the fishbowls,
but at least you can
still order off of the
full menu on the bar
side as well.
Speedway is also
well known in North
Dakota for how good
their
food
tastes.
Speedway
was
on
the “Ultimate Burger
Bucket List” for North
Dakota, and was chosen to be one of the top
eight of the best steak
houses in North Dakota.
You can find a wide
variety of American
foods on their menu.
If you are looking for
something small, you
can just get an appetizer or basket. If you are
feeling really hungry,
they also serve full entrées as well.
Seniors and children also have their
own section of the
menu, which offer different portion sizes
and lower prices.
All of my favorite
items on the menu are
going to fall under the
appetizer list. Their

mac and cheese bites,
any of their three types
of french fries and the
ham and cheese balls
are mouth watering. I
always crave the curly
fries with their signature Speedway sauce.
I have no idea what
this sauce is made of.
I’ve tried to let my taste
buds figure this out
many times. The signature Speedway sauce
is an orange dipping
sauce that has a sweet
taste to it. They serve
it with almost everything: fries, chicken,
wraps and sandwiches.
Nobody knows exactly
what it is, but it sure is
amazing.
Another extremely
popular appetizer on
Speedway’s menu are
the Speedway chips. I
personally have never
tried them but I have
heard from many regulars that they are the
best, a must try item.
They are deep fried
and seasoned, served
with
the
signature
Speedway sauce. These
are such a popular item
that they sometimes
run out and don’t have
any more to make to

serve.
Next time you are
looking to have a good
time for a cheap price,
head to Speedway 805
bar and grill for some
food and drinks. The
staff is very nice and
friendly, and the serve
you right away. Expect nothing less than

a great experience at
Speedway.

Jordan Hermes is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student. She can be
reached at jordan.hermes@ndus.edu
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What would you do?
Ben Godfrey
The Dakota Student
The Chester Fritz was
packed
with
students
on Monday night for an
installment of the Delta
Gamma
Foundation’s
Lectureship in Values and
Ethics Series. The keynote
speaker for the evening was
John Quiñones.
Quiñones is a news
anchor and reporter for
ABC News as well as the
host of "What Would You
Do?" the hidden camera
show that places ordinary
people in ethical scenarios.
A seven time Emmy Award
winner,
Quiñones
has
led an incredible career in
broadcast journalism.
The speaker shared
stories about his journey to
where he is today, as well
as examples of some of the
great things he’s done as a
reporter and TV host. He
also discussed the diﬃculties
involved with pursuing a
college education and career
as a minority in our country.
As a Mexican American
born in San Antonio, TX,
Quiñones faced challenges
from the beginning. His
father was a custodian and
his mother worked for a
home cleaning service. At
a young age, his father was
laid oﬀ and Quiñones and
his family had to travel to
Michigan and later Ohio
to work as migrant farm

workers. During this time,
Quiñones’ father asked him
a question he would never
forget. He said, “Juanito,
do you want to do this for
the rest of your life? Or do
you want to get a college
education?” For Quiñones,
the answer was clear.
Growing up, it was
Quiñones’ dream to be a
TV news anchor. He would
watch broadcasting greats
like Geraldo Rivera and
Peter Jennings and he knew
someday he wanted to do
the same thing. However, as
a primarily Spanish-speaker,
Quiñones also knew that
in order to achieve this
dream he would have to
bridge the communication
gap and get rid of his latino
accent in favor of a more
American audience-friendly
tone. Every day he would
practice annunciation and
delivery with any piece of
text he could get a hold of,
and ﬁnally he got to read
his ﬁrst lines on a radio
broadcast, “Now available at
Walgreens.”
According to Quiñones,
he couldn't have achieved
his educational goals with
“Upward Bound,” a program
that helps prepare innercity high school students
for college. He earned an
undergraduate degree in
speech
communication
from St. Mary’s University
in San Antonio, and went
on to get his master’s degree
from Columbia University’s

Arthur's Barn Dance
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John Quiñones, host of television show 'What Would You Do?,' spoke Monday night at the Chester Fritz Auditorium.

School of Journalism in New
York.
Quiñones’
ﬁrst
TV
reporting job was in
Chicago. Here, he won
his ﬁrst Emmy for an
undercover story where he
posed as a Mexican, crossed
the border illegally and later
got a job at a restaurant that
hires illegal immigrants
as essentially indentured
servants. He exposed the
horrible working conditions
for these people and soon the
restaurant was shut down.
This is only one example
of the fantastic work that

right.
As the TV host put it,
“It’s easy to do the right
thing when you know you’re
being watched.” But what
about when you aren’t?
Quiñones’ story goes
to show that whatever
your background is, we’re
all people with families,
feelings and ambitions, and
if everyone realized that, the
world could be better for all
of us.
Ben Godfrey is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student. He can be reached
at benjamin.godfrey@und.edu
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The Dakota Student
welcomes all new
students to UND.

2 miles north of Arthur, ND on #18
967-8354

someone getting bullied for
being diﬀerent, would you
step in or leave it be? If you
saw someone downtown
one night passed out on the
street, would you stop and
get them help, or would you
keep walking? Sometimes,
although the answer seems
obvious, it is easier said than
done.
Quiñones
mentioned
one woman who tweeted at
him, “The world would be
a much better place if we all
thought that John Quiñones
was in the next room with
his cameras.” Maybe she’s

THE

9pm-1am
Friday, March 31

October Road

Quiñones has done in
broadcast journalism.
As the host of "What
Would You Do?" on ABC,
Quiñones raises questions
about morality, ethics and
values. The hidden camera
show puts normal people in
situations that require them
to either step in and stand
up for what is morally right,
or ignore the situation and
keep to their business.
The question we need
to ask ourselves is: if I saw
something going on where
I could step in or back oﬀ,
what would I do? If you saw

We are hiring!
Print out an
application from our
website and inquire
within the memorial
union basement.
DAKOTASTUDENT.
COM

Classiﬁeds

Gudajtes Family Farms
FT Administrative Assistant
>AP/AR
>Receptionist duties
>Oﬃce manager duties
>HR assistant
>Record keeping
>Special projects as assigned
Abilities: motivated, self-starter, multitask, conﬁdentiality, attention to
detail. Experience required. Inquire for more details. Pay and beneﬁts DOE
Application Deadline: March 24th, 2017
Call (701)248-4040 weekdays 9-4
or email: m.javner@gudajtesfamilyfarm.com
Summer Employment: Camp Counselors, Speech and Occupational Therapists, Reading Instructors, Recreation, Crafts and Waterfront Personnel needed
for summer camp in North Dakota. Working with children with special needs.
Salary plus room and board.
Contact:
Dan Mimnaugh
Camp Grassick, Box F
Dawson, ND 58428
701-327-4251 email: grasbek@bektel.com
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Friday, March 31, 2017
W Softball
@ Weber State

3/31 @ 3:00 p.m. - Ogden, Utah

W Softball
@ Weber State

3/31 @ 3:00 p.m. - Ogden, Utah

M Tennis
@ Weber State

3/31 @ 12:00 p.m.

W Tennis
vs. Northen Arizona
4/1 1:00 p.m.

M Track & Field
Mondo Team Challenge

4/1 TBA - Sacremento, Calif.

W Track & Field

Mondo Team Challenge
4/1 TBA - Sacremento, Calif.

One step forward, two steps back
Allyson Bento
Dakota Student
In a large sunlit room,
there was nothing bright
about the moo d as
people walked into the
Gorecki Alumni Center
with somber faces and
heavy hearts. Standing
behind the podium,
UND Athletic Director
Brian Faison announced
that
the
university
would be cutting the
men’s and women’s
swim and dive program
and the women’s hockey
program.
Students,
staff,
faculty and fans of UND
sports programs cannot
help but feel a sense of
déjà vu as the university
was in the same spot
last year, when they bid
farewell to the baseball
and golf program.
The
cuts
are
a
result of an earlier
announcement
from
UND President Mark
Kennedy, that revealed
the athletic department
would need to reduce
their budget by over
$1.3 million to help
lessen the deficit that
the university needs to
cover due to the state’s
revenue shortfall.
“This was a difficult
decision,” Faison said.
“It’s a sad day when
opportunities for student
athletes are reduced.
The university is going
through campus-wide,
state-mandated budget
cuts. As a part of the
university, we need to
do what is in the longterm best interests of the
University, as well as
the best interests of the
athletic department.”
Adding insult to
injury, news of the
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Brian Idalski is the head coach of the UND women’s hockey program, which was eliminated as part of a 1.3 million budget cut for the Athletics department.

women’s
hockey
program
cut
was
announced prior to the
notification of the staff
and players on the team,
who were on the ice
practicing at the time of
the leak.
UND
women’s
hockey alumna and USA
Olympian
Monique
Lamoureux-Morando
tweeted out “Glad to see
(UND Athletics) leaks
publicly they are cutting
a team before informing
the players and staff.
#classymove.”
Lamoureux-Morando
and her sister recently
spearheaded a boycott
from USA hockey in
order to strike a deal

for greater pay and
compensation for the
players in the program.
An
agreement
was
reached
earlier
this
week and USA will
participate
in
the
World’s competition.
Once the news hit
social
media,
many
took to their accounts to
speak their minds about
just how they felt about
the recent cut of the
hockey program.
Many
felt
dumbfounded
and
speechless while some
were enraged by the
news, noting that UND
currently
has
eight
current alum’s who are
representing
multiple

countries on the world
stage and were not given
the respect they deserve
by finding out about
the cut through social
media.
Other
program
coaches,
staff
and
athletes
in
the
WCHA,
expressed
their sympathies after
the
announcement
of the elimination of
the women’s hockey
program.
“Today’s
developments are excruciatingly
sad for the University
of North Dakota, the
WCHA and the sport
of women’s hockey,”
WCHA Vice President
and Women’s League

Commissioner
Katie
Million wrote in a statement released shortly
after the press conference. “While we understand the significance,
the state-mandated budget cuts faced by the
entire University and
respect the decisionmaking process of the
UND
administration,
there is no denying the
impact of losing a program that has produced
Olympians, advanced to
NCAA tournaments and
is a perennial fixture in
national rankings. Our
collective hearts ache for
North Dakota’s current
and incoming studentathletes, for the school’s
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Athletic director Brian Faison takes the podium at the Gorecki Alumni Center Wednesday afternoon to inform media of cuts to the Athletic department.

alumnae and fans, for
head coach Brian Idalski
and his entire staff, and
all involved with the
program.”
News of the swim
and diving program
being cut was kept under
wraps, until the press
conference Wednesday
afternoon.
“I have accepted
the athletic director’s
recommendation
with
the understanding that
it provides for investing
in championship teams
in a balanced manner for
both women’s and men’s
athletic
programs,”
Kennedy said. “This is
a painful step to take
for all parties involved,
including me, but it is
necessary given today’s
budget realities. My
heart goes out to all
those who are disrupted
by this change. We are
proud of the way we
have represented UND.”
With
the
cuts
announced, the athletic
programs will re-balance
the
representation
of male and female
athletics,
after
last
year’s cut of the baseball
program.
The student athletes
in the programs affected
will have to decide
whether they would
like to stay at UND and
transition into a normal
students,
and
UND
will honor all athletic
scholarships for those
who do not choose
to transfer to another
program or whether they
dig up their UND roots
and live out the rest of
their college athletic
career
representing
another university.

Allyson Bento is the sports editor for
Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
allysonmarie.bento@und.edu

